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Changes in the labour force

U.S. measures of routine and non-routine task input
(Autor, Levy & Murnane, 2001)

Education and workforce entry

2015

5 year old - entering formal education system

2025
2027
2031

15 year old - entering the ‘unskilled/ casual’ workforce
17 year old - entering the service workforce
21 year old - entering the professional workforce

New skills for new workplace
The quality and excellence challenge

• Education needs to prepare students…
… to deal with more rapid change than ever before…
… for jobs that have not yet been created…
… using technologies that have not yet been invented…
… to solve problems that we don’t yet know will arise

• It’s about new…
– Ways of thinking
• involving creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving and decision-making

– Ways of working
• including communication and collaboration

– Tools for working
• including the capacity to recognise and exploit the potential of new technologies

– The capacity to live in a multi-faceted world as active and responsible citizens.

ATC21STM

www.atc21s.org

KSAVE ATC21S

Ways of Thinking

Ways of Working

• Creativity and
innovation
• Critical thinking,
problem solving,
decision making
• Learning to learn
and meta cognition

• Communication
• Collaboration and
teamwork

Tools for
Working

Living in the real
world

• Information literacy
• ICT literacy
• Learning to learn
and meta cognition

• Citizenship, local
and global
• Life and career
• Personal and social
responsibility

Knowledge Skills Attitudes Values Ethics

CPS

January, 2010 London Collaborative problem solving
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An emerging program of research and development
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•

PISA 2015 (OECD Luxembourg and Australia)
NAEP –USA
Taiwan
Korea
Chile
Hong Kong
Finland,Netherlands,Australia, Singapore, USA, Costa Rica
Philippines
(Indonesia)
(Russia)
(Japan)

Non-technology example
Part Content
In the playground…
What do the players
have to do to solve
this?
‘what are the steps?
How generalisable are
these steps?
Part

jigsaw

Participation skills
Action
• General level of involvement –(lurking?)
• Difference of competence acting in a group

Interaction
• Responding or coordinating with others
Task Completion /perseverance
• Motivational aspects
• Persistence

Perspective-taking skills

Responsiveness
• Ability to integrate contributions
of collaborators
Audience awareness
• Tailor our contributions to the
needs of others

Social regulation skills
Metamemory
• Ability to evaluate one’s knowledge, strengths and
weaknesses

Transactive memory
• Describe collaborative partners knowledge, strengths,
weaknesses
Negotiation
• Find ways to reconcile and accommodate differences

Responsibility initiative
• Account for differences and then take initiative

Task Regulation Skills
Problem
analysis
Goal-setting
Task
regulation
skills

Resource
management
Flexibility and
ambiguity
management skills

Learning and Knowledge Building Skills

Learning and
knowledge
building skills

Information
collection
Systematicity
Relationships
Contingencies
Generalisations
Hypotheses

Collaborative problem solving

video

Collaborative Problem Solving Tasks

•Laughing clowns
•symmetric one screen

•Olive Oil
•asymmetric one screen

•Balance
•asymmetric and multi page allowing
ideas to be tested

•Game of 20
•symmetric involves collaborating
partners competing on the computer
(H2H and H2A)

Social skills and indicators
Element
Participation
Action

Behavioural Indicator
Activity within environment

Interaction

Interacting with, prompting and responding to
contributions' of others

Task completion/perseverance

Undertaking and completing a task or part of a task
individually

Perspective-taking
Adaptive responsiveness

Ignoring, accepting or adapting contributions of others

Audience awareness (mutual modelling)

Awareness of how to adapt behaviour to increase
suitability for others

Social Regulation
Negotiation
Self-evaluation (metamemory)

Achieving a resolution or reaching compromise
Recognising own strengths and weaknesses

Transactive memory

Recognising the strengths and weaknesses of others

Responsibility initiative

Assuming responsibility for ensuring parts of the task are
completed by the group

Cognitive Skills and Indicators
Element

Behavioural Indicator

Task regulation

Organises (problem analysis)

Analyses and describes a problem in familiar language

Sets goals

Sets a clear goal for the task

Resource management

Manages resources or people to complete a task

Flexibility and ambiguity

Accepts ambiguous situations

Learning and knowledge building

Collects information
Systematicity
Relationships (represents and formulates)

Explores and understands elements of the task
Tries possible solutions to a problem and monitors
progress
Identifies connections and patterns between and among
elements of knowledge

Contingencies – rules “if…then”

Uses understanding of cause and effect to develop a plan

Hypothesis “what if…” (reflects and monitors)

Adapts reasoning or course of action as information or
circumstances change

Skill level progression within the dimensions

Students have developed an awareness of which resources are
most useful/effective.

The student uses adopts sequential trials or systematic exploration
to increase their knowledge.

Students begin to use the resources available to them and, follow
system instructions.

They attempt to solve the problem through an apparent unsystematic
guessing approach and tend to repeat errors.
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Using a developmental progression
Collaborative Problem Solving – One Dimension

Level
6

Level Title
Strategic approach to
problem via a
collaborative process

Level Description
The student works collaboratively through the problem solving process and assumes group responsibility for the success
of complex tasks. The student works through the problem efficiently and systematically using only relevant resources.
They tailor communication, incorporate feedback from their partner and resolve conflicts.

5

Efficient working
partnership

4

Cooperative planning

The student’s actions appear planned and purposeful, identifying cause and effect and basing their goals on prior
knowledge. The student promotes interactions and responds to their partner’s contributions but may not resolve
differences. They adapt original hypotheses and uses suitable strategies to gain a correct path solution for more complex
tasks.
The student perseveres, through multiple strategies, to successfully complete subtasks and simpler tasks. They have
developed awareness of their own and their partner’s performance abilities. They strive to achieve common
understanding and increase co-working by planning strategies and refining goals with their partner. The student adopts a
sequential approach and can identify connections and patterns between multiple pieces of information.

3

Awareness of partner
& directed effort

The student recognises their partner’s significant role in solving the problem and demonstrates effort towards solving the
problem. They realise they do not have all the required information and begin to share resources and information with
their partner, but with no regard for relevance. They report their own activities and make contributions for their partner’s
understanding.

2

Investigating the
problem

The student attempts to better understand the problem through limited analysis. They assess and utilise their own
resources, begins testing hypotheses, and generating broad goals. Interaction with their partner is limited to significant
events.

1

Independent inefficient The student explores the problem space independently with no evidence of collaboration. Their approach is unsystematic
exploration
and focusing on isolated pieces of information. Interaction with their partner is limited to brief acknowledgements.

Level

Level Title
Cooperation &
Shared Goals

Social
At this level, the student works collaboratively through the problem solving process and
assumes group responsibility for the success of the task. Feedback from their partner is
incorporated and used to identify solution paths or modify incorrect ones. The student
can evaluate their own and their partners performance and understanding of the task.
The student may tailor their communication and manage conflicts with partner
successfully, resolving differences before proceeding on a possible solution path.

Level Title
Refined Strategic
Application & Problem
Solving

Cognitive
The student’s sequential investigations and systematic behaviour require fewer
attempts for success and are completed in an optimal amount of time. The student
works with their partner to identify and use only relevant and useful resources. The
student has a good understanding of the problem and can reconstruct and/or
reorganise the problem in an attempt to find alternative solution paths.

Appreciated &
Valued
Partnership

At this level, the student is able to actively participate in scaffolded and unscaffolded
environments. The student initiates and promotes interaction with their partner and
acknowledges and responds to contributions from their partner. Despite efforts,
differences in understanding may not be fully resolved. The student is able to comment
on their partner’s performance during the task.

Efficient Working

At this level the student’s actions appear to be well thought out, planned and
purposeful, identifying the necessary sequence of subtasks. The student identifies
cause and effect, basing their goals on prior knowledge and uses suitable
strategies to gain a correct path solution for both simple and complex tasks. The
student can modify and adapt their original hypotheses, in light of new information,
testing alternatives hypotheses and adapt additional or alternative of thinking.

Mutual
Commitment

At this level, the student perseveres to solve the task as shown by repeated attempts
and/or multiple strategies. They share resources and information with their partner and
modify communication where necessary to improve mutual and common understanding.
Students have an awareness of their partner’s performance on the task and can
comment on their own performance.

Strategic Planning &
Executing

At this level the student can identify connections and patterns between multiple
pieces of information. The student is able to simplify the problem, narrow their goal
focus and increase co-working by planning strategies with their partner. The student
adopts strategic sequential trials and increasing systematic exploration. The
student can successfully complete subtasks and simpler tasks.

Awareness of
Partnership

At this level, the student demonstrates effort towards solving the problem. They become
aware of their partner’s role in the collaborative problem solving process and recognise
the need to engage with their partner. They discuss the task with their partner and make
contributions to their partners understanding. The student reports to their partner
regarding their own activities on the task.
The student actively participates in the task when it is scaffolded but works largely
independently. Communication between partners occurs more frequently but is limited to
significant events and information necessary to commence the task.

Sharing & Connecting
Information

At this level the student recognises the need for more information, realising that
they may not have all the required resources and allocates their own resources to
their partner. They attempt to gather as much as possible and begins connecting
pieces of information together.

Establishing
Information

At this level, the student identifies possible cause and effect of actions,
demonstrates an initial understanding of the task concept and begins testing
hypotheses and rules. The student limits their analysis of the problem, using only
resources and information they have. The student also remains limited in their goal
setting generating broad goals.

At this level, the student commences the task independently with limited interaction from
partner, mainly prompted by instructions. They may acknowledge communication cues
by their partner but have not started to work collaboratively. Most communication occurs
at the beginning of tasks and only in those tasks where the instructions are clear.

Exploration

At this level, the student explores the problem space but this is limited to following
instructions, adopting a singular approach, and focusing on isolated pieces of
information. Trial and error appears random and there is little evidence of
understanding the consequences of actions resulting in a lack of progress through
the task.

6

5
4
3

Supported
Working

2
Independent
Working

1

CPS developmental progression – 2
dimensions

Level

Participation

6

5

2

1

Social
Perspective Taking
The student can tailor communication with their partner
based on their awareness of their partner’s understanding,
and are easily understood from the start of the task.
The student incorporates the contributions from their
partner to suggest new solution paths or modify incorrect
ones. They use solutions provided by their partner and
work more collaboratively through the problem solving
process.

Cognitive

Social Regulation
The student assumes group responsibility for the success
of the task. They can manage conflicts with partner
successfully, resolving differences before proceeding on a
possible solution path. The student is able to evaluate their
overall performance in the task. They are also able to
evaluate the strengths and/or weaknesses of their partner
based on their performance during task.

Task Regulation
The student’s approach to the task is systematic. They
continue to engage in sequential investigations and
systematic behaviour in subsequent task pages that have
increased in difficulty. Their actions require few attempts
and are hence completed in an optimal amount of time.
They have developed an awareness of which resources
are most useful and works with their partner to identify the
relevant resources and disregard those that posed no
benefit in previous trials.

Knowledge Building
The student has a good understanding of the problem and
can reconstruct and/or reorganise the problem in an
attempt to find a new solution path.

The student is able to actively participate in scaffolded and
unscaffolded environments. The student initiates and
promotes interaction with their partner often before
entering their own answer.

The student acknowledges and responds to contributions
from their partner but does not make changes to their
original course of action.

The student attempts to resolve differences in
understanding with their partner but resolution of
differences are not reached. The student is able to
comment on their partner’s performance during the task.

The student can identify the necessary sequence of
subtasks in order to achieve task completion. Actions
appear to be well thought out and planned and each action
appears purposeful. The student plans goals based on
knowledge and experience from previous goal outcomes
and subtask completion. They note information which may
be useful in future tasks /subtasks or for an alternative
solution path.

The student can identify cause and effect and use suitable
strategies to gain a correct path solution for both simple
and complex tasks.
The student can modify and adapt their original
hypotheses, in light of new information, testing alternatives
hypotheses and altering their course of thinking.

The student perseveres to solve the task as shown by
repeated attempts and/or multiple strategies.

The student modifies communication with their partner to
improve mutual understanding and share resources and
information.

The student reports to their partner regarding their own
activities on the task.

The student adopts strategic sequential trials and
increasing systematic exploration. They narrow their goal
setting and focus on successfully complete a subtask
before moving on. The student simplifies the problem,
analysing it in stages and plans strategies with their
partner.

The student can identify connections and patterns between
multiple pieces of information. The student can
successfully complete subtasks and simpler tasks.

The student demonstrates effort towards work towards
solving the problem. The student discusses the task with
their partner by responding to communication cues and
requests.

The student makes contributions to their partners
understanding.

The student comments on or share information to their
partner regarding their own performance while attempting
the task. The student is aware of their partner’s
performance on the task. They can reach a common
understanding with their partner in regards to the task.

The student becomes aware of the need for more
information pertaining to the task and begins to gather as
much information as possible. The student realises that
they may not have all the required resources and allocate
their own resources to their partner.

The student begins to connect pieces of information
together.

The student is aware of their partner’s role. and actively
participates in the task when it is scaffolded.
Communication between partners occurs more frequently
but is limited to significant events and information
necessary to commence the task.

The student is not overtly responsive to their partner, often
taking a long time to respond or not at all and tends to
ignore their partners contributions.

The student still works largely independently taking
responsibility for their own actions during the task. The
student is aware of their own level of performance during
the task.

The student limits their analysis of the problem by only
using the resources and information they have and,
following system instructions. They make good use of their
own resources. The student will remain limited in their goal
setting with broad goals such as completing the task.

The student tests their hypotheses based on the
information they have. They identify possible cause and
effect of actions and repeats attempts in order to gain
more information about an actions outcome.

The student explores the problem space by clicking on
various resources often in a random fashion. However, if
the student has difficulty understanding the task they make
very little attempt to explore the problem space. They
engage in singular approaches to trial and error in an
attempt to build knowledge of the problem space. They
attempt to solve the problem through an apparent
unsystematic guessing approach and tend to repeat errors
or reproduce unproductive actions with no clear indication
of advancing through the task within several attempts.

The student continually attempts the task with the same
approach with little evidence of understanding the
consequences of actions taken. The student focuses on
each piece of information individually; only following the
specific instructions provided.

4
3

CPS developmental progression – 5
dimensions

The student commences the task independently and task
exploration is mainly directed by system instructions. The
student shows limited interaction with partner. They may
acknowledge communication cues by their partner but
have not started to work collaboratively (i.e. sharing
information or resources). Most communication occurs at
the beginning of tasks and only in those tasks where the
instructions are clear.

Teacher as an observer - using a framework

Low





Middle

High

Peripheral participation
Low subjective responsibility for outcomes of collaboration,
leading to lurking behavior
Simple epistemological beliefs (knowledge is perceived as fixed
and to be transmitted from teacher/textbook to learner)






Activity in scaffolded environments
Responding to cues in communication
Medium subjective responsibility for outcomes of collaboration
Developed epistemological beliefs (knowledge is perceived as
fixed, but can be elaborated through communication and
collaboration)







Initiating and promoting interaction
Activating and scaffolding others in participation
Ensuring equal participation rates among group members
High subjective responsibility for outcomes of collaboration
Sophisticated epistemological beliefs (knowledge is perceived as
fluid, constructed, and inherently social/collaborative in nature)

Student Name
Year Level and date(s)
SOCIAL
At this level, the student works collaboratively through the
problem solving process and
assumes group responsibility for
the success of the task.
Feed back from their partner is
incorporated and used to identify solution paths or modify
incorrect ones.
The student can evaluate their own and their
partners performance and understanding of the task. The
student may tailor their communication and manage conflicts
with partner successfully, resolving differences before
proceeding on a possible solution path.
At this level, the student is able to actively participate
in a
range of environments. The student initiates
and promotes
interaction with their partner and acknowledges and responds
to contributions from their partner. Despite efforts,
differences in understanding may not be fully resolved. The
student is able to comment on their partner’s performance
during the task and asks their partner about their progress in
the task.
At this level, the student
perseveres to solve the task as shown
by repeated attempts and/or multiple strategies.
They share
and modify
resources and information with their partner
communication where necessary to improve mutual and
common understanding.
Students have an awareness of their
partner’s performance
on the task and can comment on their
own performance.
At this level, the student
shows attempts to work towards
solving the problem
. They become aware of their partner’s
role in the collaborative problem solving process and
recognise the need to engage with their partner.
They discuss
the task with their partner and make contributions to their
partners understanding
The student reports to their partner
regarding their own activities on the task.
The student actively participates in the task
when it is
scaffolded but works largely independently.
Communication
between partners occurs more frequently but is limited to
significant events and sending resources necessary for the
task.
At this level, the student works independently
with limited
interaction from partner, mainly prompted by instructions.
They acknowledge communication cues by their partner but
have not started to work collaboratively. Most communication
occurs at the beginning of tasks and only in those tasks where
the instructions are clear.

7 - 14 March
2014
October
2014
Comment
No evidence of this level at this
stage

Not yet reached this level
Now ready to learn at this level

Developing at this level and
ready to learn with scaffolding

Developing at this level and
ready to learn with scaffolding

Most of this level is evident

Most of this level is evident

7 - 14 October
March 2014
2014
Proposed Strategy

Exercise in communication and sharing
Of resources - games that involve 2 or 3
Players to differentiate between
Competing and collaborating

Exercises in class that depend on
sharing and acknowledging
partner contribution. Keeping
records of contribution and
explaining how these are
important - perspective taking
needs development
Exercise in which the students
discuss and share strategies for
problem solving . Developing
communication skills is the focus

Reports

ATC21STM
http://www.springer.com/educati
on+%26+language/book/97894-007-2323-8

Binkley, Erstad, Herman, Raizen, Ripley, Miller-Ricci, & Rumble
“Defining twenty-first century skills”, in P. Griffin, B. McGaw and E. Care
(Eds.). Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills. Dordrecht:
Springer, pp. 17-66.

Published last week

The atc21s system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional development modules
Task Bank
Translation module
Scoring algorithms
Reporting modules
MOOC and Blog for resources
Localised installation

Research and development network
Country
Motivation
Founder countries
Singapore
Founder country
Netherlands
Founder country
Finland
Founder country
USA
Founder country
Costa Rica
Founder country
Australia

Chile

Founder country
ICT assessment
Curriculum
School projects
Research
Research
Dissemination, Argentina,

Organisation

Funding

Focus of interest

Ministry
CITO
MoE U of Jyvaskyla
WestEd
MOE

Unknown
CITO
Moe funds
NSF tender
AD Foundation ID Bank

DOE
Victoria State DOE
Catholic Education Melbourne
Gippsland region schools
Unimelb
Unimelb
Foundation Chile

None
DEECD
Unknown
Unknown
Unimelb/ ARC/SLRC
OECD
Foundation Chile

Unknown
Unknown
Pre service teachers
STEM Relevance
Curriculum implementation, Caribbean
dissemination
watching
Deep pedagogy project (CAA)
General involvement
Cross cultural study with Chinese province
Teaching intervention
Validation of PISA approach
Continental South America

National Research University, Institute of
Education
Chang Mai University – Business faculty
Tai Chung University

?
University
MoE

Commercial relevance business skills
Curriculum and teacher skills

U Kookmin
KEDI

?
?
?
OECD
?
?
?
?
?
?

School implementation in curriculum
National study

Paraguay , Ecuador, Uruguay,
Columbia

Russia

Interest

Thailand
Taiwan

Japan
Luxembourg
Brazil
China
Hong Kong

Business skills relevance
Teacher Ed and national
studies
Research
research
Senshu university
Validation OECD study
Research interests
Cultural study
Research

Macau
Brunei

Teacher education
teacher education

Korea

U Luxembourg
Federal Uni of Parana
Sou Chao Province
HKIED,
HKU
Uni Macau
UBD

Validation study
Cultural study
Teacher ed,
cohort study
Teacher education and research
Teacher pre service

